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French T'es branch 2 Workbook Pg. 52 51 Pages 53 Welcome, Florida educators! This is your place to explore all the great content and abundant resources in our T'es branché? French program. Before you dive in, take a few minutes to learn more about what makes this program unique. T'es branché? delivers everything you need to learn your way around. We offer an extensive
collection of educational materials and Passport, our innovative digital learning environment, designed to bring French culture to life for every student. Passport is a brilliantly simple and flexible digital learning platform that immerses students in French-speaking cultures, giving them access to and communication with the core curriculum and key assignments through innovative
technology. Sign up for Passport Demo Log in on Passport Demo x T'es branché? is a rich and flexible French program that aligns with the ACTFL World-Readiness Standards for Language Learning and helps students develop skill in listening, speaking, reading and writing, as well as demonstrating knowledge and understanding of French culture. Florida Standards Alignments:
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 T'es branché? includes interactive resources and videos to engage students in the language learning process. Click on the links below to see examples of the multimedia materials of each level of the program. EMC School, part of Carnegie Learning, is a leading provider of blended learning resources and services for K-12 World Languages
designed to help you meet students where they are. Privacy Policy Copyright
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